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Summary 

 

The purpose of this briefing is to survey the role of EU competition policy in the financial 

services industries. The presentation is based on the application of the three main instruments of 

EU competition policy: antitrust, merger and State aid policy for banks, insurance companies and 

investment firms. The legislative programme to achieve a single market in Financial Services by 

the end of 2005, the Financial Services Action Plan, and competition policy go hand in hand. 

The application of EU competition rules in this sector has become a priority. 
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Introduction 

In applying competition policy to the financial services sector, the overall objective is to achieve 

more competitive and efficient European financial markets. Such achievements contribute to the 

welfare of consumers and the delivery of a dynamic, knowledge-based European economy with 

higher economic growth, as set out in the Lisbon Strategy to open the financial services market 

(March 2000), the 1999 Commission's Financial Services Action Plan (FSAP), and the 

Conclusions of the Committee of Wise Men on the regulation of European Securities Markets, 

the "Lamfalussy" Report of February 2001. The Barcelona European Council (March 2002) and 

the Oviedo Informal ECOFIN Council called for a strict application of EU competition rules in 

financial services
1
. 

Competition policy in the financial services markets is a fundamental complement to the 

regulatory, legislative activities in the FSAP. Regulation must intervene in the case of market 

failure, when market forces are not able by themselves to achieve proper levels of efficiency, 

competitiveness and stability
2
. An example of regulatory intervention, prompted by market 

failure, was the Regulation on Cross-border payment in Euro
3
. 

With the introduction of the Euro, in combination with the introduction of new technologies and 

ongoing market liberalisation on a global scale, competition and consolidation
4
 will increase. It 

also increases the need for great vigilance in the application and enforcement of competition 

policy so as to ensure that financial markets remain open and competitive. There is a risk that 

companies might seek to protect themselves from increased levels of competition by entering 

into anti competitive agreements, or, where they are in a dominant position, by exercising their 

market power in a way which hinders the development of new and innovative business formats
5
. 

An essential part of competition policy is also to monitor and intervene when state interference 

in (financial) market mechanisms occurs. Therefore financial services are a priority area in 

enforcing competition policy, as shown by the many cases, decisions under the EU competition 

rules of antitrust control, merger control and State aid control. 

This briefing will examine the application of EU competition policy in antitrust, mergers and 

State aid for banks, insurance companies and investment firms. 

                                                            
1  Sixth Progress Report Financial Services, COM(2002) 267, 3 June 2002, p. 3. 
2  "Competition in the Financial Services in Europe today", outline speech Jean-François Pons, Conference Retail 

Banking in Europe, Paris, 4-5 March 2002. 
3  Regulation 2560/2001/EC, OJ L 344, 20.12.01, p 13. 
4  "The 1990s saw a further concentration in investment banking. By 1999, the top 10 firms accounted for 77% of 

global wholesale and investment banking (compared to 40.6% in 1990) and the top 20 firms accounted for 

96.3%. In Europe universal banks and integrated broker-dealers now account for lion’s share of client brokerage 

accounts. The concentration of brokerage business has gone the hand in hand with an expansion in the range of 

activities undertaken. The end-result has been more complex organisational structures, greater frequency of, and 

increased scope for conflicts of interests within investment firms". Key-note speech, A. Schaub, Director-

General Internal market, "Economic and Regulatory Background to Commission Proposal for Revision of the 

Investment Services Directive", Conference on European Regulation of Investment Services, Copenhagen, 

October 15, 2002. 
5  "XXXI Report on Competition Policy 2001", European Union Competition Policy, European Commission 2002 

- p. 44. 
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Competition Policy Principles in Financial Services 

The liberalisation of financial services and the integration of financial markets have had the 

effect of greatly increasing the sensitivity of intra-Community trade to distortions of competition. 

This tendency is heightened by the introduction of the single currency, technology and the 

complete opening of the markets under the FSAP, which increases competitive tension between 

market operators and financial centres. Preserving competition is not, however an end in itself. 

The ultimate policy goal is the protection of consumer welfare. In its application of the 

competition rules in the financial services sector, the Commission often appears to have put a 

high value on consumer protection concerns
6
. For example, the insurance block exemption 

Regulation of 1992
7
 and the Cross-border payment in Euro Regulation of 2001

8
 were inspired by 

consumer protection arguments. As the Union develops a consumer protection policy, it is 

expected that consumer protection regulation complements competition policy in the financial 

services sector. 

The basic tools of competition policy are the following: 

- Antitrust control (Articles 81 and 82) which prohibits restrictive agreements and concerted 

practices, as well as abuse of dominant position, where trade between Member States may 

be affected. 

- Merger control (Merger Regulation 4064/89/EEC) which is aimed at preventing that 

excessive concentration takes place. 

- State aid control (Articles 87, 88, 89) which ensures that State intervention in markets does 

not distort competition. 

It took a long time to establish that Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty applied fully to the financial 

services industries
9
. It was only in the 1980s that the Court of Justice had occasion to confirm 

this in the Züchner case (banking) and Verband der Sachversicherer case (insurance)
10
. In the 

1990s the Commission had to deal with an increasing number of State aid cases in the financial 

services sector, reinforcing State aid rules in the banking sector, thereby removing a 

longstanding distortion of competition in the financial system and clarifying the limits of the 

public service functions which public and private banks may exercise without distorting 

competition. 

The Framework for Action on Financial Services of 1998
11
, the predecessor of the FSAP, 

already observed that financial services integration must be enhanced by strict application of the 

                                                            
6  Jonathan Faull, Ali Nikpay (eds.), "The EC Law of Competition", Financial Services, chapter 9.6, Oxford 

University Press, 2000. 
7  Commission Regulation 3932/92/EEC of 21.12.92; Council Regulation 1534/91 of 31.5.5.91. 
8  EP and Council Regulation 2560/2001/EC of 19.12.2001. 
9  Luc Gyselen, "EU antitrust policy in the area of financial services", Proceedings of the Fordham corporate Law 

Institute, 1996, pp 329-393. 
10  Cases: 172/80, Zürich v Bayerische Vereinsbank AG [1981] ECR 2021, 2030; case 45/86, Verband der 

Sachversicherer, ECR 405, 449-452. 
11   http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/en/finances/general/fsen.htm of 28.10.98. 
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Treaty rules on competition and State aid. The Lamfalussy Report
12
 suggested that the 

Commission's Directorate General for Competition "should examine the situation in order to 

ensure that the EU competition policy is being properly respected in this crucial sector. 

Competition authorities should pay particular attention to any possible detrimental effects of 

concentration in European financial markets as integration accelerates". 

 

Antitrust Control 

Price Fixing Agreements 

Horizontal agreements fixing uniform prices vis-à-vis customers are contrary to Article 81 (1) (a) 

and are not exempted
13
. There is no equivalent in the financial services sector of the exemption 

of price fixing by liner conferences in the maritime sector
14
. Nevertheless, in its decisions on 

interbank fees in payment systems and in its insurance block exemption, the Commission has 

permitted horizontal agreements relating to a significant cost element making up the final price 

vis-à-vis customers. On 24 July 2002
15
, the Commission adopted an exemption decision in its 

case concerning certain "multilateral interchange fees" (MIFs) of VISA International, confirming 

previous case law
16
 to the effect that MIFs constitute a restriction of competition under Article 

81 of the Treaty. However, the decision provides much greater detail than previous case law on 

the criteria, for evaluating whether MIFs can benefit from an exemption or not, in particular, the 

principle that in order to be exempted, a MIF must be reasonable and equitable as between the 

two users of a card system, retailers and cardholders. The payment systems give rise to several 

problematical aspects of competition policy. It requires competition authorities to strike a 

balance to ensure that restrictions necessary for the provision of payment systems should be 

minimal and not to allow financial operators to earn extra profits. On 9 August 2001, the 

Commission had already adopted a negative clearance decision on some specific provisions in 

the VISA international payment card rules, which were considered not to raise any problems 

under Article 81(1)
17
. This concerns the so-called no-discrimination rule, which prohibits 

merchants from charging card holders extra for using their VISA card, and the modified VISA 

rules on cross-border issuing and acquiring, which allow VISA members to issue cards to 

consumers and contract with merchants in other Member States, without prior establishment of a 

branch/subsidiary in the country concerned. 

                                                            
12   http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/en/finances/general/lamfalussyen.pdf  
13  The EC Law of Competition, pp. 636. 
14  Council Regulation 4056/86/EEC of 22.12.1986 and Commission Regulation 870/95/EC of 20.4.1995. 
15  Stephen Ryan, "Clarifying the application of the competition rules to card payment systems: The Commission's 

exemption decision on the Multilateral Interchange Fees of VISA International", in Competition Policy 

Newsletter, October 2002, p 33. 
16  Commission Decisions ABB (OJ L 7, p. 27 of 9.1.1987); ABI (OJ L 43, p 51 of 13.2.78), NVB (OJ L 253, p. 1, 

30.8.89); Commission Communication on the application of the EC Competition Rules to cross-border credit 

transfers (13.9.95, SEC(95) 1403 final.). 
17  "Competition Report 2001", European Commission, chapter 7.2. 
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In its Decision
18
 of 30 August 1999 concerning the "Groupement des Cartes Bancaires", the 

Commission had sent out a comfort letter, closing an investigation into a number of rules and 

internal decisions notified by the "Groupement" which accounts for 90% of payment transactions 

in France and which manages its infrastructure. However, the clearance was given after certain 

changes had been made concerning transactions by means of a card issued by a foreign bank (no-

discrimination). But, as regards interbank payments commission payable between two banks 

using the Carte Bancaire System, the Commission found that Article 81 is not applicable since 

the commission is charged at a domestic level and does not affect trade between Member States. 

Exemptions Insurance 

Since 1992, a Commission block exemption Regulation has been in force, exempting certain 

types of agreements and concerted practices between insurance undertakings
19
. Four categories 

of agreements have been block exempted: the calculation of pure premiums, the drawing up of 

standard policy conditions for direct insurance, pooling arrangements and common rules for 

approving security devices. The block exemption does not cover: the settlement of claims, and 

registers of, and information on, aggravated risks. The exemption Regulation expires on 31 

March 2003, and the Commission published on 9 September 2002, a draft of a proposed 

Regulation, with an invitation to interested parties to submit comments
20
. In another case, the 

Commission closed, by negative clearance comfort letter, notifications of nuclear insurance and 

reinsurance pools
21
. It concluded that for nuclear property and nuclear reinsurance the companies 

in question were operating on a world market with sufficient competition, making pooling 

agreements effects small. For nuclear liability insurance, organised on a national level, there 

would not be adequate supply of insurance for the risks involved without pooling arrangements. 

Cartels 

On 11 June 2002, the Commission concluded its first full-blown cartel inquiry into the banking 

sector by imposing fines totalling €124.26 million on eight Austrian banks for their participation 

in a wide-ranging price cartel, "The Lombard Club", covering the entire Austrian territory
22
. 

Although the Lombard cartel had a national scope, it had the potential to change cross-border 

trade patterns. The important national role played by banks in any national economy, does not 

dispense them from respecting EC competition rules. 

Commission has also investigated cartel cases regarding the Euro conversion charges for Euro-

zone currency notes. In January 1999, the investigation showed that about 140 banks may have 

engaged in price-fixing arrangements to either increase the exchange fees or control their 

decrease. The banks had to modify their exchanges fee structure so as to break with suspected 

cartel behaviour. In December 2001, the Commission fined five German banks for a total of € 

100.8 million for fixing the charges for the exchange of eurozone currencies. 

                                                            
18  "Competition Report 2000", European Commission, chapter 3.1. 
19  Regulation 3932/92 of 21.12.92. 
20  europa.eu.int/comm/competition/antitrust/others 
21  XXXI Report on Competition Policy, 7.3, Brussels 2002. 
22 Alexander Winterstein, "Commission fines Austrian banks for participating in the Lombard Club Cartel", 

Competition Policy Newsletter, October 2002, p 31. 
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Clearing and Settlement - Financial Services Infrastructures 

The Lamfalussy Committee report specifically refers to the clearing and settlement sector. It 

argues that further restructuring of this sector is necessary in the EU and that consolidation 

should largely be in the hands of the private sector
23
. However, competition policy is equally 

important, removing obstacles that make consolidation difficult and at the same time, enhancing 

open, non-discriminatory access. The Lamfalussy Committee suggested that the Commission 

competition authorities should examine the clearing and the settlement sector. 

In 2001, the Commission launched a formal in-depth inquiry to identify some competition 

concerns in the sector, i.e. the possibility of discriminatory pricing, the application of dissimilar 

conditions to equivalent transactions, the risks of exclusive arrangements and excessive prices 

being charged for clearing and settlement services, in particular where so-called "vertical silos" 

exist. The purpose of this inquiry was to determine whether competition concerns about the 

clearing and settlement sector are real, and if so, whether they can be addressed by competition 

policy. As a general policy, the services in the Commission's Directorate General for 

Competition (DG COMP) gather information which the Commission intends to use, notably 

where it believes that an infringement of competition law might have occurred. If the 

Commission decides to initiate an infringement procedure, it will do so through a "Statement of 

Objections", which would contain the preliminary Commission position and be addressed to the 

companies that the Commission considers have violated competition law. Although the 

Commission's practice is not to make public the fact that a Statement of Objections has been 

issued, this can be done in certain cases. However, the text of the statement of Objections itself 

will not be available. The parties to whom a Statement of Objections is addressed may request a 

hearing
24
. When a decision is reached, that decision is published (without business secrets or 

confidential information). In the inquiry into the possible exclusionary behaviour in the clearing 

and settlement of securities, as recommended in the Lamfalussy report, the Commission intends 

to come to a preliminary conclusion early in 2003
25
. 

The Commission has examined several competition cases relating to financial infrastructure. 

One example involves TARGET, the real-time gross settlement system run by the European 

Central Bank and the national central banks. TARGET is used for payments not only for the 

management of monetary policy, but it is also available on a commercial basis, for cross border 

                                                            
23  "One of the developments in this sector has been the setting up of electronic systems for crossing equities, in 

which institutional investors carry out securities transactions directly with one another. Such systems can reduce 

transaction costs by up to four-fifths", M. Monti, Speech 99/171: "Competition Policy and Financial Services". 
24  At present, the power to grant exemptions in application of Article 81(3) is an exclusive power of the 

Commission. This will change as of 1 May 2004 when a new Regulation, replacing the framework Regulation 17 

of 1962 setting out the procedures for the application of Articles 81 and 82, comes into force and national 

competition authorities will apply Articles 81 in full. Also, notifications as a means to obtain negative clearance 

or an exemption from the Commission will disappear and the Commission will focus its resources on dealing 

with complaints, in close co-operation with national competition authorities through a network ("the European 

Competition Network"). The network has already started operating and will result in more efficient and co-

ordinated competition law enforcement across the EU. Source: M.Monti, Speech 02/614, 5.12.2002. 
25  M. Monti, "The Integration of European Capital Market Infrastructures and Competition Law", Speech 02/614, 

5.12.2002. 
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arbitrage transactions between banks, as well as for payments involving third-party clients
26
. 

TARGET would therefore be a competitor to other settlement systems. One feature of the 

TARGET-system which raised competition concerns was a uniform transaction fee to be paid by 

the sender of the payments. The Commission indicated that it could live with this price 

arrangement provided that the fee is indeed cost-based. The objective is that TARGET must 

compete on fair terms with other systems. 

Another case was EUREX
27
, a joint venture of Deutsche Börse and SWX Swiss Exchange, a 

cross-border exchange for electronic trading in financial derivatives, such as option and futures. 

The Commission was concerned about the risk of co-ordination of the parents in a number of 

markets that are adjacent to derivatives trading and clearing. The outcome of the examination 

under Article 81(1) was that there is no appreciable risk of co-ordination. 

The reaction of Euronext through the merger between the Paris, Brussels and Amsterdam stock 

exchanges, as well as the acquisition of sole control of Clearstream by Deutsche Börse have not 

been notified to the Commission under European merger control law
28
. This is so because in the 

field of financial infrastructure mergers, the turnover thresholds are not met or the companies 

have more than two-thirds of turnover in one and same country. 

To ensure that the Commission and the different national competition authorities have their say 

in merger cases that do not fall under the Merger Regulation, the Commission agreed with the 

Member States in June 2000 that a special Cupertino proceeding would apply to the sector of 

stock exchanges and other financial infrastructure providers. This procedure provides for the 

mutual information of merger notification and requests for information, in which each Member 

State and the Commission are free to comment to the national competition authorities which are 

reviewing the transaction. 

Many of the notifications in the sector of financial infrastructures relate to electronic trading 

platforms
29
. Some of these systems are only open to banks, others also to the general public. The 

issue of the rights of access to this type of electronic platform is a recurrent topic in competition 

analysis. 

                                                            
26  K. van Miert, "EV Competition policy in the banking sector", Speech, Brussels, 22 September 1998. 
27  COMP/D1/37.557; Annual Report on Competition, para. 7.1.1. 
28  Speech 02/614, M. Monti, "The Integration of European Capital Market infrastructures and Competition law", 

Brussels, 5.12.02. 
29  Case mentioned in Speech 02/614, M. Monti of "Volbroker.com", a joint venture of investment banks for 

electronic brokerage services. 
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Merger Control 

The provision of banking services to retail customers takes place in what is mostly a national 

market. The consolidation in the banking sector that has taken place in Europe has been mostly 

within Member States, with the exception of the Benelux and Nordic Countries. Very few 

banking mergers (only two out of 121 notifications in the last 10 years) have raised competition 

concerns
30
, indicating that markets are far from being concentrated. These cases were: 

- The "Bank Austria" and "Creditanstalt" merger (1997) raised concerns because the 

merged entity would have become not only the leading bank supplier of banking services 

in Austria, but also the only bank with significant market shares in all relevant product 

segments. However, "Bank Austria" gave undertakings to the Commission which 

eliminated competitive concerns relating to the proposal merger
31
 

- The abandoned Swedish bank merger between Scandinaviska Enskilda Banken (SEB) 

and Förenings-Sparbanken AB (FSB) raised competition concerns
32
, as such a merger 

would have created a full-service bank in Sweden with market shares in a number of 

financial markets in the range of 40-60%. The two banks decided the withdrawal of the 

merger at an early stage and the initial views (Statement of Objections) of the 

Commission were never tested in a phase II proceedings, involving an in-depth 

investigation and hearing, and no discussion of remedies took place. 

Other merger cases did not present competition concerns because the wholesale banking sector 

has a large number of international suppliers, or banking concentrations had only minor activities 

in the European Economic Area, or the operations of the merged financial institutions were 

largely of a complementary nature. 

Retail banking mergers have largely been domestic as opposed to cross-border. Several reasons 

are given for this phenomenon
33
. Risks within a single country seem already well diversified and 

diversification would not greatly increase by entering into a neighbouring country; synergies and 

efficiencies can be achieved more quickly by domestic mergers and cultural, language, legal, 

regulatory and tax issues are seen to impose higher costs on international as opposed to domestic 

mergers. 

On 27 March 2000 the Commission decided to close two infringement procedures it had opened 

in 1999 against Portugal in the so-called Champalimaud case
34
. The Commission considered that 

measures taken by the Portuguese authorities to veto the acquisition of a controlling interest in 

the Champalimaud Group by Banco Santander Central Hispano (BSCH) of Spain had violated 

EU Internal market and competition rules. Portugal withdrew the measures. In this case the 

Commission made it clear that any intervention by Member States concerning mergers which fall 

within the Commission's jurisdiction must be based on one of the recognised "legitimate 

                                                            
30  Speech outline Jean-François Pons, "Competition in the Financial Services in Europe", Paris, 4-5 March 2002. 
31  IP/97/210, 11.3.97. 
32  IP/01/1290, 19.9.2001; MEMO/01/223, 13.6.2001; IP/01/993 12.7.2001. 
33  M. Monti, "Competition Policy and Financial Services", Speech/99/171, Francfort, 19.11.1999. 
34  IP/00/296, 27.3.2000. 
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interests" (public security, plurality of the media and prudential rules) or notified to the 

Commission for its approval. 

The increasing convergence between banks and insurance bancassurance or Allfinanz (in 

German) may give rise to competition concerns, when this convergence leads to Cupertino 

agreements or to mergers. The bancassurance business model in retail finance is based on 

supposed distribution synergies: the ability to cross-sell insurance to bank customers and 

banking services to insurance policy holders
35
. An example is the merger between Allianz, 

Germany's largest insurance company and Dresdner Bank, Germany's third-largest universal 

commercial bank
36
. Although the activities of the two companies present very small overlaps, the 

Commission examined the possible consequences of the merger given the strong distribution 

networks of both companies. It also looked at the new group's position on the new growth market 

for personal pension schemes. The examination led to the conclusion that, while Allianz would 

improve its competitive position, there was no risk of a dominant position being created or 

strengthened. However, in the course of its review, the Commission noted a large number of 

structural and economic links between the new Allianz/Dresdner Group and its major competitor 

(Münchner Rück / Ergo Group). The new group gave binding assurances to reduce its holdings, 

enabling the Commission to clear the merger. 

                                                            
35  XXXI Report on Competition Policy, 2001, para. 7.4. 
36  IP/01/1040. 
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State Aids and Financial Services 

The Treaty prohibits all State aids which distort competition insofar as they affect trade between 

Member States (Art 87(1)). Few exceptions are allowed (Art 87 (2) (3)). All State aid projects 

must be notified beforehand to the Commission for it to assess whether one of the exceptions can 

be applied (Art 88). Non-notified aid is illegal and can be recovered. The Treaty is neutral as 

regards ownership. In 1998, at the Treaty negotiations in Amsterdam, Germany, supported by 

Austria and Luxembourg, proposed an amendment to the Treaty to protect the functions with a 

general economic interest carried out by their credit institutions from the application of State aid 

rules. 

In the end, the other Member States accepted a rather general Article 16 in the Treaty dealing 

with "Services of general economic interest", without prejudice to Articles 73 (State aids 

transport), 86 (competition rules for public undertakings and services of general economic 

interest) and Article 87
37
. 

State aid in the financial services sector has often been prompted by the need to avoid serious 

bankruptcy of large national institutions
38
. The Commission's activity dealing with State aids in 

the banking sector increased during the mid 1990s and has decreased since then. In the latest EU 

Scoreboard on State Aid
39
, financial services state aid in 2000 represented only 2% of total 

State aid (excl. agriculture and transport). For the periods 1998-2000, 1996-1998, the average 

percentage of state aid to financial services compared to total aid was 6%, 9%. Particularly 

Ireland, France and Italy were listed as Member States with relatively high volumes of State aid 

for financial services. 

Some of the important State aid cases are listed below. 

- The approval of State aids to Crédit Lyonnais
40
 and to Banco di Napoli

41
 subject to 

conditions were important cases as they were a test of Commission policy in the 

application of State aid rules to banks in difficulty. The Commission approved the aids 

only after it had obtained assurances of restructuring plans, drastic divestitures, 

privatisation (Crédit Lyonnais), and bank governance. In order to redress the distortions 

in competition and to compensate competitors, important divestments had to take place. 

- At the end of 2001
3
, the Commission decided that tax measures for banks introduced in 

Italy in 1998 and 1999 are incompatible with the State aid rules of the Treaty. Italy had to 

recover the amounts that the banks, benefiting from tax exemptions, avoided having to 

pay. 

                                                            
37  "Report on Services of general economic Interest in the banking sector", European Commission, 17.6.1998. 
38  Outline speech, J.F. Pons, p. 6. 
39  COM(2002) 242 final, 22.5.2002 (Spring edition 2002.). 
40  IP/98/445 of 20.5.98. There were three packages of state aid to Crédit Lyonnais approved by the Commission in 

1998, 1996 and 1995. 
41  IP/98/701, 24.7.1998. 
42  Sandro Santamato, "The restructuring of the Italian banking Sector", Competition Policy Newsletter, February 

2002, p. 6. 
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- Early 2002, the Commission concluded an investigation into the aid scheme in favour of 

the French bank Crédit Mutuel for the distribution of the savings book "Livret Bleu"
43
. 

The Commission concluded that Crédit Mutuel had benefited from an overcompensation 

by the French State, of the costs for operating the Livret Bleu system. The decision 

confirmed both the Commission's support of a Member State entrusting private or public 

companies with a public service mission (Article 86(1) Treaty) and its role of ensuring 

that intermediaries do not make unjustified financial or commercial profit at the expense 

of taxpayers and other market participants. 

- Public guarantees to banks constitute in principle State aid. Since the majority of the 

cases in financial services are aid schemes, existing before the Treaty or accession, no 

action for the past is possible. However, the guarantees should be brought in line with 

State aid rules. The best known example is the German case related to the system of State 

guarantees to German public banks (Anstaltslast and Gewährträgerhaftung). These 

guarantees granted the Landesbanken and the savings banks a competitive advantage vis-

à-vis commercial banks, in particular, by reducing their funding costs. Anstaltslast can be 

translated as "maintenance obligation". It means that the public owners (e.g., Federal 

State, Länder, municipalities) of the institution are responsible for securing the economic 

basis of the institution and its function for the entire duration of its existence. 

Gewährträgerhaftung conveys a right to creditors (guarantee obligation). It stipulates that 

the guarantor will meet the liabilities of the bank which cannot be satisfied from its 

assets
44
 

 After more than two years of negotiations, started in 2000, the German Government and 

the Commission reached agreement on appropriate measures to abolish these state 

guarantees or render them compatible with the State aid rules laid down in the Treaty. 

The agreement
45
 creates a future level playing field between private sector and public 

sector banks. Transitional arrangements will allow the financial institutions concerned to 

restructure adequately their activities and organisation in view of the changed legal and 

economic environment. The Gewährträgerhaftung will be abolished and the Anstaltslast 

will be replaced by a normal owner relationship between the owner and the public 

financial institution concerned. 

                                                            
43  Rosalind Bufton, "Livret Bleu: making sure that public services benefit consumers and not intermediaries", 

Competition Newsletter, June 2002, p 71. 
44  IP/02/634, 26.4.2002 "Commissioner Monti welcomes formal acceptance by Germany of the abolition of state 

and to public banks". 
45  - Stefan Moser, Karl Soukup, "State Guarantees to German public banks", Competition Newsletter, June 2002, 

p.1. 

- See also IP/02/352, 1.3.2002, "Press Statement on the understanding on Anstaltslast and 

Gewährträgerhaftung". 

- IP/02/343, 28.2.2002, "Germany agrees on the implementation of the understanding with the Commission on 

"State Guarantees for Landesbanken and Savings Banks". 
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Conclusion 

The financial services sector is not exempt from the EU competition rules. Liberalisation and 

integration of financial services, the introduction of the Euro and technology have had the effect 

of greatly increasing the sensitivity of intra-Community trade to distortions of competition. 

Therefore, the application of competition policy in financial services is a key priority to increase 

competition, complementing the legislative programme in the Financial Services Action Plan of 

1999. The Single Market legislation in financial services aims at ensuring a level playing field, 

while the application of competition law ensures that market participants will not behave in a 

manner that hampers the good functioning of the common market. 

Both the Lisbon European Council and the report of the Committee of Wise Men on the 

Regulation on European Securities markets, chaired by Mr Lamfalussy, emphasised the element 

of public policy on competition issues. Although the publicity around the application of the 

competition policy in financial services is more low-key than the fast-paced FSAP with strict 

deadlines, the basic competition policy tools - antitrust, merger and State aid control - are 

powerful and have a significant impact on the financial services industry in the European 

Economic Area. The Commission's role as guardian of the Treaty has been reinforced by the 

Court in landmark judgements in the 1980s (banking and insurance). In the 1990s, the 

Commission had to deal with an increasing number of State aid cases in the financial sector, in 

which it established its authority. 

The complete integration of European financial markets, as projected in the FSAP, is likely to 

increase the role of competition policy, as large-building blocks in financial integration are being 

added. These include securities markets, pensions, conglomerates, clearing and settlement and 

Europe-wide financial retail markets. 

 

 

 

* * * 
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